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Enjoy our list of the latest sensory words to help you create new connections and see everything differently. Catch a whiff of aromatic new words and smell the connections as you come up with new ideas. Sometimes all it takes is a simple word to activate a series of stored connections that go inside your head. Anyone can be creative
and anyone can come up with the next BIG idea. Start building a solid creative foundation... see different things.... ideas will come. Open your nostrils and start tickling your olfactory receptors. Use these words to trigger random ideas. Please be a tourist, not a tourist. Try new things, meet new people, and look beyond what's right in front
of you. Those are the keys to understanding this wonderful world in which we live. - Andrew Zimmern List of acidic words Acrid Pleasant AiryAromaticAloe milkAlmondAmmoniaAntisepticAppleApple BlossomApricotAromaticAsphyxiatingAstringentAvo-cucumberBaby powderBadedasBaked breadBanana Black
cherryBlackcurrantBlueberryBouquetBubblegumBurntButtercremeButterscotchButteryCamphorCandyflossCaramelCaramel PumpkinCedar woodCheesyChocolateChocolate-orangeChoca-mocaCigarettesCinnamonCitronella oilCitrusCitrusyCloveCocoa ButterCoca-ColaCoconutCoconut-
limeComfortingCompostCorianderCorianderCorkyCucumberDankDecayedDeodorizingDie moca-ColaCoconutCoconut-limeComfortingCompostCorianderCorkyCucumberDankDecayedDeodorizingDieSelDisagreeableDisgustingDistinctiveDoggyDoughyDustyEarthyEucalyptus Evil-smellingFishyFlouryFloweryForest
FernFoulFragrancedFragrance-freeFresh coffee linenFresh breadFruitinessFruityFustinessGassyGrapeGrassyHerbalHoneyHoneysuckleIce-creamIncenseIntoxicatingJasmineKeen-scentedLavenderLeatheryLemonsLemonLemonLemonLemon GrassLilacLily of the ValleyLimeLiquoriceLitchiLit
matchesMagnoliaMalodorousMandarinMangoManureMarjoramMarshmallowMasculineMedicinalMelonMetallicMildewedMilk ChocolateMinty Moldy MuskyMusk MustyNewNicotineNose-piercingNose-ticklingNougatNoxiousOcean MistOdourlessOffensiveOilyOldOld Baseball GlovesOlive BlossomOnionyOrangeOrange
GingerPapayaPassion FruitPeanut ButterPearPenetratingPeppermintPepperyPerfumedPerfumyPetrolPina-coladaPineapplePineyPink GrapefruitPlasticPlumPomegranatePongPooPopcornPot-PourriPungentPutridRainRancidRaspberryReekingReekyReeksRooibosRooibos-orangeRoseRosemaryRosewoodRottenRottenRotten eggRotten
meatSaltySandalwoodSavouryScentedScentlessSea BreezeSharpSicklySickeningSkunkySmellySmell-lessSmoke-freeSmokySniffableSoilSourSourSour MilkSparkling ChampagneSpearmintSpiced PumpkinSpicySpoiledStaleStenchStiflingStinkingStinkyStrawberrySuffocatingSulphurSweatySweetSweetSweet Melon Sweet &amp;
JasmineWintergreenWoodyWoodsyWood SpiceYeastyYlang-Ylang Many Words Feel and Creative Sparks How to Read EffectivelyThings to READ and DO to Spark A Collection of Visual Words spark ideas. Arouse a taste of creativity. Feeling from touch. A collection of quotable sayings to inspire creativity. Returning from the sensory
words to the homepage March 7, 5:49 pm AMList of creative images to stimulate exciting new associations. Read more March 7, 17 4:46 amUse stimulates this random word to build exciting new relationships and connections. Read more March 1, 17 6:37 amfind randomly stimulated in one of our recommended places for review. Find
connections, associations and links to the problem now. Read more A drop of ink can make a million thoughts. -Lord Byron Sense details appeal to five senses: sight, sound, smell, touch, taste. When writing a personal story, your goal is to get the reader to feel like they are with you. Adding sensory details will help you achieve this goal.
Sight (this is used most often, but try to use all of them!) The dark blue of the meadow rolled the streets sparkling as shiny ornads after the slivered moon rain sat in the sky as an old nail cut blue lights flashing from the police cruiser lighting up our dark house Sound The walls shook and shook as the tail of a snake rattled ice cracked and
pinged against the family room window As a baseball strikes a bat The wind swirls around our beach house whistling loudly to a horrible buzzing TV tune as it shuts down, and the oven sighs one last time before the house falls silent. The cracks of the wood separated punctuated each burst of fire as an anclip. the sound of emergency
sirens awakened the roads still weeping like a newborn baby The smell of pies filled the kitchen with the scent of vanilla cinnamon scented candles reminded of big red gum my father chewed beach air smelling seaweed and warm summer air salt smelled of fresh grass cut Touching heavy blankets felt like a shirt X-ray coat draped on our
legs Thorny hairs of boa stuck like hot sandpaper and lumpy beads like my morning grits. Sweet taste, juicy strawberries Salty sour lemon juice juicy fries tartness of orange butter A hand-handed sheet of this resource is available here. As writers, we all struggle the most with giving how a character sees, feels, smells or feels. New writers
often lag due to too much talk and too little display. The rich image, the true nature, and a three-dimensional physical presence of everything around a character is what we find ourselves most entwined in. 'Show, don't say' is more than just a phrase to embellish your text. It's a way for readers to connect with your characters and stories.
It's a way for readers to be around them and in the middle of the story. That's way for readers to live the story that your character is living and you have lived as its author. 300+ Display doesn't give example Image sense Now, we often find ourselves in a dilemma about how to display more and say less, or at least maintain the balance
between the two images. Each writer writes to improve and weave stories for the world to get lost in and come out as if it lived them. I have prepared a list of more than 300 example sentences that will come in handy when you find yourself struggling with writing about someone and something. Before I start, understand that there are
many different types of images in literature. Types of sense images in literature: VisualAuditoryOlfactoryGustatoryTactileKinestheticOrganic 1. Visual images in literature Visual images appeal to our visual sensations. The author uses similes, metaphors, and personality in descriptions to nartize what he wants his readers to see. Visual
Imagery Literary Examples: I wandered lonely as a cloudThat floats on high o'er vales and hills,When all at once I saw a crowd,A host of golden daffodils; Beside the lake, beneath the trees, vibrate and dance in the wind. I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud, William Wordsworth's (1804) 2. Auditory images in literature Auditory images appeal to
our sound sensations. It can include pleasant and unpleasant descriptions of sounds. Some authors also use words that mimic sound to create a auditory experience for the reader. Auditory Images Examples: Where are the songs of spring? Ay, where are they? Think not of them, tho tho tho music too,While the clouds are forbidden to
bloom the days of soft death,And touch the beard-delta with pink; Then in a choir weeping the small tangAm gnats between the rivers sallows, borne overhead or submerged as the wind lights life or death; And the adult sheep loudly bleat from the hilly bourn; Hedge-sing crickets; and now with the soft trebleThe red breast whistle from a
garden-croft; And gather to swallow twitter in the sky. To Autumn, John Keats (1820) 3. Olfactory images in literature Olfactory images appeal to our sense of smell by depicting something that the story teller or protagonist inhales. It can include off-putting smells, pleasant perfumes, and other familiar scents. Olfactory images Literary
examples They silently inhale clover scented gale,And slightly ariseFrom watering soil and smokingrain in summer, H.W. Longfellow 4. Gustatory images in Gustatory Visual literature appeal to our taste sensations by describing something the story teller or protagonist tastes. It is most effective when the author describes a taste a reader
may have experienced before so that they can recall it from their memory. Gustatory Pictures Literary example O how can it be that the ground itself is not sicken? How can you live your growth of spring? How can you provide health blood of herbs, roots, orchards, cereals? They don't constantly put distemper'd corpses inside you? Not
every job on the continent is and than with sour death? Where did you dispose of their bodies? The drunkards and gluttoners of so many generations? Where did you draw all the foul liquids and meat? I don't see any of it when you come on, or maybe I deceiv'd, I'll run a trench with my plow, I'll hit my spade through the sod and pop it up
underneath, I'm sure I'll expose some foul meat. This compost, Walt Whitman (1856) 5. Tacedal images in literature Tac touch images appeal to our sense of touch by describing something that the protagonist feels on their body. It can include different senses of physical sensation, temperature, and texture.  Literary visuals For example,
when surfing in Porphyria; straightShe closes the cold out and storms,And kneels and makes grateBlaze cheerless up, and all the warmPorphyria's Lover cottage, Robert Browning (1836) 6. Kinesthetic images in Kinesthesia literature are used as a poetic device that gives a natural feel, or physical or physical body movement or action
(such as breathing, heart rate and pulse). Kinesthetic Literary Example A sudden blow: big wings beat stillAbove the incredible girl, her thighs caressedBy dark cobwebs, her nape caught in his bill, He keeps his helpless chest on his chest. Leda and the Swan, W.B. Yeats (1923) 7. Organic images in literature Organic images relate to the
personal experience of the character's body, including feelings and feelings of hunger, thirst, fatigue and pain. Organic is basically the hardest of all types of images. Describing emotions through actions is what organic images deal with. Writers are often discouraged by the way emotions are projected on the page to the reader. Don't
worry, I have samples to help you with. I'll go feeling by feeling (who matters) and show you how you can show your readers what your character feels: Organic Image Literature For example: So was I a swinger myself a swinger of birches. And so I dreamed of coming back. That's when I'm tired of weighing, and life is too much like a
pathless woodBirches, Robert Frost's (1916) Winding Up: I understand there's also a thing called 'too much show'. And to maintain the balance between showing too much and talking too much, we writers, need to know the scenes where the show is needed and how much we should show. The examples above are given entirely at your
own will. Make their use and your writing impressive! Impressive!
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